Abstract. This paper describes plurisubharmonic convexity and hulls, and also analytic multifunctions in terms of Jensen measures. In particular, this allows us to get a new proof of Stodkowski's theorem stating that multifunctions are analytic if and only if their graphs are pseudoconcave. We also show that nmltifunctions with plurisubharmonically convex fibers are analytic if and only if their graphs locally belong to plurisubharmonic hulls of their boundaries. In the last section we prove that minimal analytic multifunctions satisfy the maximum principle and give a criterion for the existence of holomorphic selections in the graphs of analytic nmltifunctions.
Introduction
Analytic multifunctions, introduced by" K. Oka in 1934, have found quite a few of applications in recent years. The main driving force of this development was Stodkowski's theorem ([$1], see also Section 7) that characterized analytic multifunetions in many different ways. This result provided applications of analytic multifunctions to operator theory, uniform algebras and other subjects.
One of the most impressive achievements in this area was the new proof of the corona theorem by Berndtsson-Ransibrd [BR] and Stodkowski [$2] . The proof used three major facts about analytic multifunctions over the unit disk:
(1) every polynomially convex analytic multifunction has a holomorphic selection;
(2) every analytic multifunction is contained in a polynomially convex analytic multifunction with the same boundary values; (3) there is an analytic multifunction whose boundary values satisfy the conditions of the corona theorem.
For analytic multifunctions over the unit ball in C ~, n>_2, (1) does not hold, (2) loses its relevance, and only (3) is still true [$2] .
Recent years have also seen the surge of interest in Jensen measures (see, for example, [CCW] , [CR] , [R3] and [Pl] ). They also happen to be useful in many
(1) The author was partially supported by an NSF Grant.
applications. Many notions of complex analysis and pluripotential theory can be expressed and studied in terms of Jensen measures.
This paper uses Jensen measures to study analytic multifunctions and related objects. Another recent approach was developed by Ransford in JR2] . In Section 2 we present basic facts about plurisubharmonic functions and Jensen measures. In many cases it is sensible to replace polynomial convexity and hulls by their plurisubharmonic analogs. Section 3 describes these notions in terms of Jensen measures. Jensen measures are defined through the space of plurisubharmonic functions on a domain. In Section 4 we show that in some cases, for example when the domain is pseudoconvex and the measure is supported by a plurisubharmonically convex compact set, the dependence on the domain is irrelevant. All this preparatory work is needed for the next sections.
In Section 5 we prove Theorem 5.1: a multifunction K over a plurisubharmonieally convex set F is analytic if and only if every Jensen measure on F can be lifted to K as a Jensen measure. Our definition of analytic multifunctions follows Aupetit's paper [A] . Stodkowski calls them weakly analytic. Section 6 contains a standard result describing smooth analytic multifunctions. The famous Stodkowski's theorem gets a new proof using Theorem 5.1 in Section 7.
Theorem 8.1 ties together the notions of plurisubharmonical convexity and analytic multifunctions. It states that a multifunction is analytic if and only if its restriction to every line belongs to the plurisubharmonic hull of its boundary values. The last section deals with minimal analytic multifunctions. In particular, we show that such multifunctions satisfy the maximum principle.
Plurisubharmonic functions and Jensen measures
Let us denote by A the measure d0/27c on the unit circle {z=ei~ 0<0<2~r}.
For a complex manifold M we denote by "r/(M) the set of all holomorphic mappings f of a neighborhood Wf of the closure U of the unit disk U C C into M. An upper semicontinuous function u on an open set VC C '~ is plurisubharmonic if for every zEV and a vector vcC ~ there is r>0 such that 1 ~27r
(1) ~(~) < ~ ~(~+e~~ dO for all t < r.
for every plurisubharmonic function u on V. We will denote the set of all such measures by J~ (V).
For a relatively closed set KcV and zr let J~ (K, V) be the set of all measures in J~(V) supported by K. If zEK we define J~ (K) to be the set of all measures t~ such that # is in J~ (K, W) for every open set W containing K.
We denote by C(V) the space of all continuous functions ~ on V with the topology defined by the seminorms II~IIK = sup I~(~)1, zEK where K runs over all compact sets in V. Any continuous linear functional # on C(V) can be represented as #(~)=fK ~bd#, where K is a compact set and # is a non-negative regular Borel measure on K (see [C, Proposition 4.4 
.1]).
Since every continuous function on a relatively closed set K c V can be extended to a continuous function on V, the weak-, topology of J~(K, V) in C*(V) coincides with the weak-* topology in C* (K) . In particular, the set J~ (K, V) is metrizable in this topology when K is compact (see [C, Theorem 5.5 .1]). Evidently, the sets J~ (K, V) 
Thus A S is a Jansen measure. We will call such measures analytic disk measures or, simply, disk measures.
The following two theorems are proved in [P2] and [BS] , respectively (see also 
Plurisubharmonic hulls and pseudoconvex sets
If K is a set in V then the plurisubharmonic hull of K in V is the set K of all points zEV such that u(z)<0 whenever a plurisubharmonic functions u on V is less or equal to 0 on K. We call K plurisubharmonically convex in V if/~=K. If V is a domain of holomorphy and K is compact then "plurisubharmonically convex" means "holomorphically convex". If V is a Runge domain, then K is plurisubharmonically convex if and only if it is polynomially convex. If not, then we can find a sequence of #k E J~o(Vj+I, V) such that #k(Vj+a \Vs)-+0, as k-+oc, and / 4)5 dp, k < ~ ~ 2J+~
Since the set J~0(V.i+~, V) is weak-* compact we may assume that measures #k weak-, converge to #CJ~0(Vj, V). Then example is equal to -1 on K and to -5 on However, the following form of the Kontinuitgtssatz holds.
Corollary 3.3. An open set V is a pseudoconvex domain if and only if the plurisubharmonic hull of any compact set K in V is compact.
Proof. To prove that plurisubharmonic hulls are compact we suppose that points zj C B2 converge to a point z0 CV. Then there are measures pj E J~j (K, V).
We may assume that pj weak-, converge to a probability measure # supported by K.
To show that pEJ~o (K , V) we take a plurisubharmonic function u on V and find by [FN] 
. If an open set V is pseudoconvex, then a compact set KcV is plurisubharmonically convex in V if and only if there is a continuous plurisubharmonic function u on V that is equal to 0 on K and positive on V\K.
Pro@ The "if" part is trivial. To prove the "only if" part, for every point zEV\K we take a non-negative plurisubharmonic function v~ that is equal to 0 on /( and is such that v~(z)=a~>O. By [FN] there is a decreasing sequence of continuous phrisubharmonic functions v~,j converging to v~. Since the functions v~,j converge uniformly to 0 on K, we can find k such that 1
Vz,~<~a~ on K. Let u~=max{vz,l~-89
The function u~ is continuous, equal to 0 on K and u~(z)> 
The relativity of Jensen measures
. We are interested in cases when Yz (If) = Jz (K, V) . Let us start with a lemma which guarantees the extension of plurisubharmonic functions.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that K is a compact set in an open set V such that there is a continuous pIurisubharmonic function u on V equal to 0 on K and positive on V\K. If v is a plurisubharmonic function defined on a neighborhood WcV of K and bounded below on K, then there is a plurisubharmonic function v' on V which coincides with v on K.
Proof. Suppose that v>A>-oc on K. We take a neighborhood W' of K that compactly belongs to W. Let B<oc be the supremum of v on 0W' and let C>0 be the infimum of u on OW'. Then the function u' 2B-Au+A C is smaller than v on K and greater than v on OW'. Hence the function v' equal to the maximum of u' and v on W' and to u' on V\W' is plurisubharmonic on V.
. Suppose that K is a compact set in an open set V such that there is a continuous plurisubharmonic function n on V equal to 0 on K and greater than zero on V\K. If a point zo~K then Jzo(K, V)-J~o(K ).
Proof. We have to show that Jz0 (K, V)C Jzo (K) . Let v be a lower bounded phrisubharmonic function on a neighborhood W of K. By Lemma 4.1 there is a plurisubharmonic function v' on V equal to v on K. If >EJ~o (K, V) , then
f v d, --/ ~' d~ _> ~'(~0) = ~(~0).

Hence #E Jzo (K).
If v is any plurisubharmonic function on a neighborhood W of K, then we take the sequence of lower bounded plurisubharmonic functions vj-max{v,-j}.
Clearly, vj"~v. If #EJ~o (K,V) 
Analytic multifunctions
IfK' is a set in C n, then a multifunction K on K' is a mapping ofK ' into the set of non-empty compacts subsets of C"L For our purposes it is reasonable to identify a mapping K with the set { (z, w) c K' x C'~: w C K(z) }, which is the graph of K. We will denote the graph of K also by K. If N=n+m and z= (zl, ..., zN) Since c is arbitrary we get the plurisubharmonicity of UK.
To prove the second part we suppose that there is a point z~K ~, a Jensen measure u~Y~;(K') and a point zo~K(z~o) such that the set p,&0(K) does not contain u.
Let F' be a compact subset of K' containing the support of u and such that KF, is analytic. The set F=p -~ (F')~K is compact and, therefore, the set H=p, Jzo (F) is a weak-* closed convex set in C*(F'). Proof. Let F t be a compact set in V and let u be a plurisubharmonic function on an open neighborhood W of F=p-I(Ft)NK. For z~CF ~ we take a closed ball B=B(z~, r) of radius r centered at z~ such that p I(B)NKcW.
Since the closed ball satisfies the condition of Lemma 5.2, the function u~ is plurisubharmonic. Since F ~ can be covered by such balls, UF is also plurisubharmonic. [] The second corollary has sense when we are talking about, say, analytic varieties in pseudoconvex domains. 
Smooth analytic multifunctions
Theorem 5.1 is rather theoretic and hard to use to recognize analytic multifunctions. We now present a result that allows us to do this. This result is known to specialists but we have never met it in the literature in an explicit form.
A domain DcC N is strictly n-pseudoconvex at a point zEOD if there is a C 2 function 6 defined on a neighborhood V of this point such that D A V--{z:6(z)< 0}, Vr ~0, and there is an n-dimensional complex space in the complex tangent space to 0D at z, where the Levy form of r is strictly positive.
The open disk in C centered at z and of radius r is denoted by U(z, r) while its boundary is S(z, r).
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that K cC N is an upper semicontinuous rnultifanction over a domain V C C ~. Let D =p-~ (V) \ K. If D is strictly n-pseudoconvex at every point wEOD such that p(w)EV, then K is an analytic multifunction.
Pro@ Let u be a plurisubharmonic function in a neighborhood of K, z0 ~ 0D, p(zo)=z~ and UK(Z~)=U(Zo). We may assume that z~=z0=0. Let 6 be a function defined on a neighborhood W of z0 such that D~W={z:6(z)<O}, V6(z0)~0 and the Levy form H of 6 is strictly positive on a complex n-space T in the tangent space of OD at zo.
It is well known (see [Sh, Section 13.37 [Ch, 6.1] we find a neighborhood W of 0 in C, where 9 is a k-sheeted covering mapping of W\{0} over U(0, r)\{0}, r>0. Then (see [Ch, 6 .1]) there is a holomorphic mapping f of the unit disk U onto W such that g(f(rei~ ik~ 
Stodkowski's theorem
In this section we prove the part of the seminal Stodkowski's theorem that is most essential for pluripotential theory. 
Plurisubharmonically convex analytic multifunctions
In general, an analytic multifunction K need not to be plurisubharmonically convex even if p (K) and all fibers K(z) are plurisubharmonically convex. For example, the multifunction K = { (z, w) E C2: ]wl 2 < l+]z 12 } over U is analytic because the domain (U • C)\K is pseudoconvex. But it is not plurisubharmonically convex.
Also when n_>2 the polynomial hull of a set F over cgD need not to be an analytic multifunction. As an example take the graph in C3={(zs, z2, z3)} of the function za=Rezl over the unit ball /3 in C 2. This set is plurisubharmonically convex in B • C because it is the set of zeros of the plurisubharmonic function Iz3-Re zll a. Also note that it is the plurisubharmonic hull of the restriction of the graph to cgB.
However, the following theorem holds. For points z and v in C '~ and r>0 let U (z, v, r) be the disk {z+@: ](I _<r} and let S (z, v, r) be the circle {z+@: I(I =r}. K to U(z, v, r) lies in the plurisubharrnonic hull in W of the restriction of K to S(z,v,r) when U(z,v,r) ~V.
The converse theorem also holds when, additionally, the fibers K(z) are pIurisubharrnonically convex in C N-~. Proof. If K is analytic, zoCV, v~C ~ and U(zo,v,r) ~D, then we consider the Jensen measure #=(27c)-~d0 supported by S (z, v, r) ={z+rei~ By Theorem 5.1, for every wEK(z) there is a measure uEJ~ (K) such that p.u=#. Hence u is supported by the restriction of K to S(zo, r,v) . By Theorem 3.1, w belongs to the plurisubharmonic hull in W of this restriction.
To prove the converse statement we consider a continuous plurisubharmonic function u defined on a neighborhood If of K. Fix a point z0 E V. To prove that uK is plurisubharmonic we may assume that u>0 on K(zo). (zo,v,r) , r<ro. We take a point wEK(zo), where uK(zo)=u '(iv) . Since the restriction of K to U (zo, v, r) The following result belongs to T. Ransford [R1] . If V is a domain in C N and F is a compact set in OV, then the plurisubharmonic hull of F is the set /~ of all points zCV such that ~(z)<_0 whenever a plurisubharmonie function u on a neighborhood of V is less or equal to 0 on F. We will need the following well-known fact: if KcV is a compact set, K is the plurisubharmonic hull of K in V, z~K and W~V is a neighborhood of z such that KcV\W, then the intersection of the plurisubharmonic hull of fi2AOW with W coincides with/~SW. 
Minimal analytic multifunctions
An analytic multifunction over a set F is minimal if it does not contain any analytic multifunction over F except itself. For example, graphs of holomorphic functions are minimal. Since the intersection of a decreasing sequence of analytic multifunctions over the same set is an analytic multifunction, every analytic multifunction contains a minimal analytic multifunction. We say that a multifunction K over a domain D satisfies the maximum principle if any plurisubharmonic function which is defined on a neighborhood of K and attains its maximum on K at some point w~K is constant on K. Proof. First, we note that I,~(K)cL ibr every point wEL. Indeed, if a point zoEI,~(K)\L, then u(z)<A-c for some c>0 and z in some neighborhood W of z0. There is a measure #EJ~, (K) such that #(W)>O. Hence u(w) < / u dp < A-cp(W) .
This contradiction proves the statement.
Secondly, p(L)=V. Indeed, for zcV let us take a measure #EJ~o(V), where zo=p(wo), such that #(W)>0, where W is some neighborhood of z in V. By Theorem 5.1 there is a measure uE J~o (K) such that p.u=#. Let F=supp u. Clearly, FCI, w0(K) and we see that zCp(I~o (K) ). By the statement above, zCp(L).
And, finally, if # E Jr (V) and w C L with p(w)=z, then by Theorem 5.1 there is a measure u C J,w (K) such that p. u = #. We want to show that u G Jw (L Proof. The set L where u attains its maximum is an analytic multifunction by Theorem 9.1. By Theorem 5.6 this set is the graph of a holomorphic function. []
